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Powerful Praying Churches—1
by Ellen Livingood

“How important is intercessory prayer in a local
church’s engagement in global missions?”

missions to the church, and that churches aren’t praying,
then why aren’t we mounting a huge effort to address this
disconnect?

Without fail, people from all parts of the missions community
respond: “It’s absolutely essential!” “Prayer is the most important contribution.” “Prayer is the work!” (a quote from
Oswald Chambers)

Such comments also saddened me because I knew that
there are some congregations praying and that they could
serve as role models to others.

In one sense, intercession should be the easiest way for the
church to invest to missions. After all, there is no language
barrier, no cultural barrier, no distance barrier, no age barrier, no security barrier. Prayer doesn’t require missiological
expertise, financial resources, or a visa.
Yet when I asked missions mobilizers to identify churches
they thought were doing a
good job of engaging their
people in praying for the
world, I repeatedly got the
answer, “I’ll have to think
about that.” Or worse, “I
don’t know of any.” More
than once I was told directly or indirectly that their
agency had given up on
trying to get churches to
pray. Succumbing to the idea that it just isn’t possible to get
contemporary American churches to be intercessors, they
had shifted their focus to individual prayer warriors, the majority of whom, in many cases, are of the older generation.

And on another level, this feedback makes me angry—angry
at the enemy for defeating a critical aspect of the work of
sincere, missions-passionate people by selling them the lie
that churches can’t or won’t pray powerfully for the world.
So I set out to study churches that are praying. Presented in
this and the next issue of Postings are the stories of four
congregations that are learning to be intercessors. Each
church declares that they
still have a long way to go,
but they are seeing progress and are excited
about what is happening.

Each church declares that
they still have a long way to
go, but they are seeing
progress and are excited about
what is happening.

This discouragement is distressing. If we truly believe prayer
is crucial for global outreach, that God has given the task of

And while there are similarities, each church is
very different, and those
leading the intercessory
ministry approach the challenge differently—evidence that powerful church intercession can flower in any church soil and with any type of leader.
This Postings issue will include two models and a list of
practical suggestions. The April issue features two more
models and a list of key resources.

Model #1 – Grace Fellowship United Methodist Church
Katy, Texas
The heartbeat of this church is that they will be a “House of
Prayer for All Nations.” And to achieve that goal, Grace concentrates on three aspects of prayer development: Challenging, modeling, equipping.
Challenging. Grace dedicates one month a year to their
prayer emphasis. This year, during the month of October,

everyone from children through adults will be challenged to
become intercessors. The first week, the pastor will preach
on prayer. Another week, a guest speaker will address intimacy with God and how it impacts the believer’s praying.
Another speaker will present the challenge of the nations
and the need for powerful intercession. Meanwhile, the children’s and teen ministries also replicate the same emphases
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in their programs. For one whole month, the congregation,
from youngest to oldest, is immersed and nurtured in the
challenge of being an intercessor.
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particularly respond to the opportunity to engage in prayer
walking, but the church has discovered that a wide variety of
prayer expressions are needed to involve all types of people.

Modeling. At every service at
Grace, following worship there
is a prayer time led by the pastors on a rotating
basis. The time begins with an
invitation for each person to use
the perforated tear-off on the
bulletin to list a prayer request
and note if it is confidential. Requests are collected and go to
the prayer room during the week
and then return to the sanctuary
the following Sunday, each copied and inserted individually into
a bulletin. So each worshipper
each Sunday receives a written
request that was submitted the
prior Sunday. As prayer begins,
there is time to lift up the individual request each person holds in
his/her hand.

Equipping. At the beginning of each month, a simple prayer
focus is distributed electronically. The email says, “Click
here for the top five things we are asking God for this
month.” Selecting this link pops up a postcard-sized window
with five requests built around a theme and again moving
geographically from a church request to the ends of the earth. For
example, a recent theme was
“focusing on one thing—God alone.”
So the first request was that Grace
would be a community of people
focused around one thing—God.
Following items requested prayer
that the “one thing” would be central
in their
search for a
worship leader, that sister
churches
would focus
on that one
crucial thing,
The large wall map (above) in the prayer room
Then the pastor leads the congre- features the church’s adopted, unreached
and that
gation in intercession for a series
peoples but also welcomes sticky notes sharing
members of
of requests in a non-deviating or- other needs on the hearts of those who pray.
their under from near to far. First they pray Worship for the Audience of One (top) is part
reached peofor another church in their city,
of the prayer room ministry. Intercessors pray (right) with those who responded to a
ple group in
then they pray for one of their
drive-up prayer tent—“Turn here for prayer.”
Southeast
church plants, then they pray for
Asia would
their unreached people group in Southeast Asia, and finally
not be distracted by anything else but would come face to
they pray for another world need—often connected to a
face with God Himself.
global event—such as the turmoil in the Middle East or a
congregation in New Zealand
The congregation is encouraged
that lost much in the earthto print this short list of requests
quake.
and put it in their Bible for daily
prayer, use it with their family,
Every Sunday school teacher
post it in the car to pray about on
and small group leader is entheir morning commute, etc.
couraged to follow this same
sequence of near-to-far praying
Grace has dedicated a prayer
in every session that they lead.
room where people are invited to
The practice is modeled in evecome and pray at any time. They
ry church gathering—staff
can also sign up for a regular hour
meetings, leadership team
each week to come, worship, and
meetings, task force meetings,
pray. One whole corner of the
etc. The clear priority is that
room is dedicated to the nations
when we gather, we don’t just pray for the agenda or content
with a huge world map. Another section features a map of
before us, but also for others, all the way to the ends of the
their city on which each church is identified. There is a staearth.
tion focused on prayer for the unborn, and another on the
nation/president, etc. Those who come to pray are encour“You have to train yourself to do it,” Brenda
aged to use the sticky notes provided to jot down requests
Martin, Grace’s pastor of prayer, confirms.
on their heart and then attach them to the map in the appro“And it is important that your pastor and top
priate place. Subsequent prayer room participants then can
leaders are committed. By the language that
join them in praying—for example, for the orphans of Zamwe use and the modeling that we do, we can
bia or the homeless of Haiti. The room is a place where all of
make it user friendly instead of a burden.”
the senses can be engaged and joy permeates through worship and praise to the Audience of One. For instance, as the
Prayer walking is another aspect of Grace’s prayer modeling
number of known believers in their unreached people group
and ministry. Prayer teams walk in their community and atgrew from 7 to 47, the intercessors were encouraged to retend denominational conferences to pray. Young people
joice in the 600% multiplication rate!

The clear priority is that when
we gather, we don’t just
pray for the agenda or
content before us, but
also for others, all the
way to the ends of the earth.
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“Our prayer strategy is LOVE,” Brenda explains:

Lifestyle—We want our lives to evidence our commitment
to intercession.

Offering opportunities—We want to help people engage
with God wherever they are.
Victory over hindrances—Satan doesn’t want prayer to
happen, so we use spiritual weapons including praise,
humility, love, and benevolence.
Equipping and educating—We need to keep encouraging
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people to make themselves available, knowing that it
can be enjoyable as well as a great privilege.
“People get hooked,” Brenda reports. “And they start to experience the freedom of a bigger perspective. They begin to
realize that they don’t live for themselves, for the bigger
house or paycheck, but to see God’s Kingdom established.
They begin to recognize that it’s worth giving your life to. Our
goal is to keep that vision before our people by our life, not
just our words.”

Model #2 -- Valley Community Baptist Church
Avon, Connecticut
“I determined from the beginning that prayer
was going to be our top missions priority,”
Doug Christgau, missions pastor of Valley
says. “And as the leader of missions in my
church, I’m responsible to stimulate interest
in prayer. But for the average American
Christian, missions is impersonal, so passionate intercession is a non-issue. I want them to know that
the entry-level commitment to missions is to pray for a
missionary.
“So our byline is, ‘Everyone
at Valley should have a
friend that is a missionary.’
We do everything possible to
get people to commit to one
missionary. That means we
don’t publish a missionary
directory because it would
be overwhelming. I just want
them to think about praying
for one missionary.”
Valley has a very carefully developed process to launch and
develop that one-on-one, prayer-partner relationship, and it
has grown steadily each year to where it currently involves
40 percent of the congregation.
Church members can choose their
missionary partners, and some
choose more than one, but seldom
more than three or four. If they
have no preference, they are
matched, if possible, by vocation
or interest. For instance, a teacher
is asked to pray for a missionary
teacher. An IT specialist is given a
missionary who uses computers
extensively.

es work in the teen classes, but once members reach their
college or young-adult years, the connections become very
strong because the group is
usually praying for one of their
peers who is on a one- or twoyear ministry assignment.
A very encouraging part of Valley’s prayer story is their success in elevating prayer during
their annual World Outreach
Week. Valley holds a prayer
session from 7:15-8:30 each
morning Monday through Friday
of the conference with 15
minutes for presentation, 30 minutes to pray, and
30 minutes for breakfast. For their most recent
week, these meetings drew an average of 47
participants, more than double the number that
attended when the sessions were inaugurated in
2004.
To put feet to their message that “Prayer is first and foremost if you want to do anything in missions,” Valley annually
produces new prayer cards for each of their missionaries.
The theme of the attractive design relates to the church’s
annual focus, but the
cards are individualized
for each worker including their photo, personal
info, and top three prayer priorities. Valley families pick up the card for
the worker they have
committed to pray for.
Because the commitment is based on friendship, these prayer relationships are assumed
to be ongoing, so recommitment is not required.

For the average American
Christian, missions is impersonal,
so passionate intercession
is a non-issue. I want them
to know that the entry-level
commitment to missions is to pray
for a missionary.

Missionaries are also assigned to
classes, from children through the
adult level. In the kids’ program, both the children and their
families are encouraged to become prayer partners for the
class missionary. Valley has struggled to make these match-

A lot of responsibility for building these relationships and
sustaining the prayer support passes to the missionaries.
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They are given the list of their prayer partners and told, “This
is your Valley constituency. When you visit, these are the
people you need to connect to.”
When planning for workers’
visits, the first people the
missions team contacts as
potential hosts are their prayer partners. When short-term
trips are planned, the first
people recruited to participate
are the host missionary’s
prayer partners.
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missionary but also provides an opportunity to see how
healthy the connection has been. While the vast majority
confirm that they have updated information from their missionary partner, about a
quarter indicate a personal
relationship, probably the
key to consistent prayer.

...the second most important
motivator for intercession is
a sense that their prayers
are being answered.

Doug and his team contact each prayer partner personally to
see how the relationship is going. This phone call usually
happens just prior to the missionary’s visit. The call alerts
the prayer partner to the opportunity to meet with his/her

“After the relationship factor, the second most important motivator for intercession is a sense that their
prayers are being answered,” Doug believes. “For example, a woman in North
Africa suffered a brain aneurysm, and for three months or
so, we were receiving and circulating weekly emails. She
recovered, and it was a great experience for those prayer
partners to see direct answers to their prayers.”

Leader/Mobilizer Personal Responses
1.

2.

Believe that it is possible to challenge your church/
churches to prayer. There is a hunger for more effective prayer, and many believers are dissatisfied with
their own prayer lives and how their churches pray. Ask
God for at least one “infectious” person in the church,
and pass the vision on to him/her.

3.

Be persistent rather than fixated on being consistent. Don’t worry about keeping a perfect streak going but if your prayer (or your church’s prayer) lags, just
get started again. Just keep after it!

4.

Be held accountable. Many Christians are part of an
accountability relationship that allows a close friend to
ask hard questions about the state of their spiritual and
moral life. Is the quantity and quality of your intercession
a part of this accountability? Do you have personal
goals in this area and someone who is allowed to ask
you hard questions about how you are doing?

Consciously move beyond “jailbreak prayers.”
These are the requests like, “Free the believers from
prison….stop the persecution…keep the workers safe.”
Instead, model prayer that Christians will stay in hard
places to be a presence despite persecution. Pray that
God’s Name and renown will increase. Pray from Scripture and it will be like dry tinder—people’s hearts will
burn!

Church Responses
1.

Challenge your congregation to bigger prayers.
Commit to activating world-changing prayer by modeling
intercession that asks God for powerful breakthroughs
in the spiritually darkest places. Teach a class on how to
use the Lord’s prayer as a how-to guide (not what-topray guide)—beginning with refocusing on God’s cosmic
purposes before addressing their own needs. Red Moon
Rising, a history of the 24/7 prayer movement, is a great
motivational read for such a group.

2.

Develop a global prayer team. It is easy to get discouraged if you tackle the job alone. Ask God to give
you several other people committed to raising up powerful, global intercession from your church.

3.

Reassess your personal prayer engagement. If you
are a missions pastor, what percentage of your time is

invested in challenging, leading, and modeling intercessory prayer? If you believe prayer is the most important
thing, how can you prioritize it in your work schedule?
4.

Tweet or Facebook prayer challenges. Share urgent
global prayer requests, specific requests for your missionaries, Scripture verses about prayer, and inspiring
prayer quotes. Tweet/FB what/how you are praying.

5.

Schedule time for your missionaries to pray with
your pastoral staff (and elders). This prayer time
should ideally follow opportunities for personal relationship building, but even if the time available is limited to
one session, make it a prayer session. Challenge your
missionaries to build your pastors’ global vision by leading them in world-changing prayers! Also schedule prayer time for missionaries with your elders.
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6.

Use creative resources to engage corporate prayer
for the world during worship. For example, the
prayercasts featuring nations around the world demonstrate and lead intercession. Clips, or segments of clips,
from the Operation World DVD as well as videos of
global need and ministry from mission agencies provide
prayer fuel. For a change of pace, show a clip without
sound while your leader prays for those portrayed.

7.

Launch short-term prayer efforts—for instance, meet
three Thursdays in a row. Then evaluate and determine
where you go next. People are afraid of beginning
something they can’t maintain. Start small.

8.

Go on a prayerbuilding retreat. Take
your prayer team, advocate team, GO team, or
other group on a retreat
where prayer is the focus. One such team took
a hiking retreat where
they developed their intercessory skills and built
stronger bonds for future
prayer ministry. Retreats
particularly attract younger participants and can fast-forward a group into deeper
intercessory work.
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fresh requests and the opportunity to pray with him/her/
them in real time.
13. Feed intercessory prayer requests to your small
groups. If your church features small groups, make
them a place where intercession is nurtured. Do more
than just recruit a missionary/global liaison. Take the
time to feed these groups God-sized prayer requests
each week and the answers to earlier requests.
14. Prioritize short-term trips that focus on prayer. While
powerful prayer does not require physical proximity,
there are a variety of reasons to invest the time/funds
for on-site prayer in the location where God has called a
church to make an impact.
Prayer walking, extended
intercession with missionaries, and praying together
with national partners and
other believers knits hearts
in shared ministry, powerfully moves the work forward,
and transforms the lives of
those who go. Teams come
home more committed and
impassioned to lead the
congregation forward in
prayer ministry. Sending prayer teams also confirms to
the congregation the reality that prayer is the most important missions activity.

How could our church dare to send
a missionary without a
serious commitment by the
congregation to regularly
disarm the enemy
through powerful intercession?

9.

Use images. If far-away places seem “unreal,” pull up
the satellite image from Google Earth and take a screen
shot of the location you’re praying for to help your group
connect to a tangible place. With the latest update, you
can even create a virtual tour. www.google.com/earth

10. Mobilize children in prayer. The Kids with Power issue
of Postings shares a powerful model and a variety of
ideas.
11. Rotate prayer assignments. One church recruits prayer team members committed to interceding at least 10
minutes per day. Each member of this team is assigned
one or two of the church’s missionaries each month and
given specific requests from that worker. The next
month, they are assigned different workers. This approach keeps their prayer “fresh.”
12. Focus prayer sessions around one missionary.
Some churches, or advocate groups within a church,
hold a monthly prayer session to intercede for a particular worker or family. If feasible, these groups Skype with
their missionary during this meeting, providing them with

15. Use faces to challenge prayer. Collect powerful photographs of faces, especially from the countries/peoples
God has laid on the heart of your congregation. National
Geographic magazines and the book, Portraits, by Steve McCurry (Phaidon Press) are great sources. Cut out
photographs and note key information about the people.
Laminating the photos will allow you to reuse them multiple times. Give one photo to each person in a class or
small group. Ask them to study the picture for several
minutes, then pray for God’s heart for these people,
seeking to understand what His passion is for the thousands or millions of people this one face represents.
Then intercede conversationally.
16. Connect to, or develop, a prayer movement for the
people or place to which God has called you. If there
is a website or request circulation system dedicated to
nurturing prayer for your group, find ways to contribute.
If no such site/system exists, launch one. Good examples: www.pray4tunisia.com and www.pray-ap.info.

Agency Responses
1.

Enrich missionaries’ prayer lives. Create a network or
team tasked specifically with enriching the prayer life of
your missionaries. PIONEERS established such a team,
“Soli Deo,” several years ago. The approximately 10
members (some inside, some outside the agency) come

together annually to pray, fellowship, and seek God for
how He would strengthen the worship and prayer lives
of workers. Their ministry is then spread throughout the
organization via a number of avenues. Praying workers
create praying churches.
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2.

Dedicate more corporate time to prayer. Reconsider
the amount of time given to training vs. prayer when
missionaries gather for conferences and retreats, and in
office settings. One sending base dedicates one day a
week to prayer and fasting; one week per quarter is
committed to prayer.

3.

Design BAM with prayer. One project training farmers
in agricultural methods chose to build a prayer house on
project land. The project leader commits several hours
per day in prayer; others frequently join him.

4.

Train missionaries in better prayer request sharing.
Too many missionary communications are activity reports. Develop standards of excellence for missionary
emails/letters that always incorporate: (1) God-sized
prayer requests focused around vision and people
changing, (2) specific requests related to timely ministry
and personal needs, and (3) reports on how God has
answered since the previous communication.

5.

Highlight good church models of prayer mobilization in internal communications. Commend members
who consistently express motivating requests/answers,
and describe how God has moved congregations in response. Challenge workers to look for, and share, how
God has acted when people prayed.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Feature churches-in-prayer stories and ideas on
your website and in publications. Share narratives
about how churches are catching the vision to pray
more effectively for the world and for their workers.
Tweet some of the ideas provided in this Postings. Ask
your missionaries to point you to their praying churches
and have mobilizers on the lookout for congregations
growing in their intercessory ministries.
Prioritize children’s prayer mobilization. Share the
Kids with Power information or other children’s prayer
challenge with every church. Ask appointees to recruit
not only a certain number of adult prayer partners, but
also a significant number of children who will intercede
and children’s classes to pray. Talk about how your organization and missionaries can highlight the value of
children’s prayers.
Describe and pray for God-sized requests. Make it
standard practice for church mobilizers, when meeting
with pastors or missions teams, to always share several
God-sized prayer requests and then to pray for these
requests before the end of every appointment or meeting. “Pray bigger” than your agenda for the meeting.
Keep notes of your requests and report back on how
God has answered.
Share success stories and practical suggestions
everywhere. Mobilizers, missionaries, and missions
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leaders can commit to sharing at least one church
illustration and several prayer-stimulating ideas with
every church leader they meet and in every speaking
opportunity. Describe what is effectively building intercession for other congregations. Share a copy of this
issue of Postings.
10. Connect your retirees more effectively with younger
generations. Missionary retirees usually pray with each
other or with small groups of other seniors, often frustrated that succeeding generations won’t attend their
prayer meetings. Help them connect one-on-one with a
young adult and emphasize the importance of listening
to what God has laid on the hearts of this generation,
then join together in world-changing-type prayers. Better
yet, personally introduce potential recruits to a mature
intercessor in their church and help them begin a prayer-based friendship. Both generations are often willing
but just need a matchmaker.

Do you have other practical suggestions for stimulating
intercessory prayer throughout a local church? Send
them to: info@CatalystServices.org. If we get more
great ideas, we will post them online.
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